
2018 St. ROBERT GOLF TOURNAMENT

SCRAMBLE RULES SHEET

Each group competes as a team for the LOWEST TEAM SCORE for the 18 holes.

METHOD OF PLAY

Play begins with each member of the group teeing off from the designated tees. 
Men white Tees, Women Red Tees

With the agreement of the other members of the group, the team decides which drive is the most 
desirable.

The other members of the group pick up their balls and proceed to the spot of the selected drive, 
where they will hit their second shots.

The better of the second shots is then chosen. This procedure continues until the ball is in the hole.

At the end of each hole, the score for the group is recorded on the scorecard.

RULES

Place balls within one club length of the original ball location selected.

In placing the ball, you may not change the condition of the shot. If the ball is in a hazard or rough, 
all members of the team must play their shot from the hazard or rough, respectively.

Maximum number of putts on each hole is limited to two.

The maximum score allowed is a double bogey. After that, simply pick up the balls and move on to 
the next hole.

If playing as a threesome, one member of the threesome may on a rotational basis hit or putt an 
extra time to compensate for the fourth person.

EACH PLAYER ON THE TEAM MUST CONTRIBUTE AT LEAST TWO DRIVES!!

Turn scorecards in to designated Tournament representative at clubhouse immediately after play is 
completed.



2018 SRS TOURNAMENT GAME HOLES (certainty still pending)

LONGEST DRIVE 

CLOSEST 

& 

STRAIGHTEST & LONGEST DRIVE (

CANNON BALL!
$40/Foursome paid to volunteer at tee box (if you like the shot)
Let the artillery experts shoot your ball out of an Air Cannon on 
this Par 5 and if you like the shot, hit your second shot in for an 
Eagle, just like the PGA Tour pros! Last year, this was a HUGELY 
popular and successful event hole!! 

WHACK-A-
$5/Whack
Try your skill and tee off with a rubber duck.
Individual who can Whack the Quack the farthest the wins half the 
pot! 
Last Year, everyone who participated laughed so hard- they hurt!


